Development and validation of a prototypal neural networks-based tumor tracking method.
In radiotherapy, intra-fractional organ motion introduces uncertainties in target localization, leading to unacceptable inaccuracy in dose delivery. Especially in highly selective treatments, such as those delivered with particles beams instead of photons, organ motion may results in severe side effects and/or limited tumor control. Tumor tracking is a motion mitigation strategy that allows an almost continuous dose delivery while the beam is dynamically steered to match the position of the moving target in real-time. Currently, tumor tracking is applied clinically only in the CyberKnife system for photon radiotherapy, whereas neither clinical solutions nor dedicated methodologies are available for particle therapy. Consequently, the aim of the proposed study is to develop a neural networks-based prototypal tracking algorithm intended for particle therapy. We developed a method that exploits three independent neural networks to estimate the internal target position as a function of external surrogate signals. This method was tested on data relative to 20 patients treated with CyberKnife, whose performance was used as benchmark. Results show that the developed algorithm allows targeting error reduction with respect to the CyberKnife system, thus proving the potential value of artificial neural networks for the implementation of tumor tracking methodologies.